Eugene Ballet – **GISELLE** Sets & Costumes

For more information about the Giselle set rental contact Production Manager Josh Neckels at 541 485 3992.  
josh@eugeneballet.org

*Above: Giselle Act I scene, entrance of the Duke, Bathilde and courtiers
Field backdrop with distant castle, cut out tree portal, 3 tree portals, Giselle house stage right, woodsman’s hut stage left*
Left: Act I Giselle house with practical door.

Below: Act I peasant wagon (practical)

Bottom of page: Duke, Bathilde and Giselle at table
Above: End of Act I: with main characters Giselle, Giselle’s mother Albrecht, Albrecht’s servant, Hilarion and peasants.

Above: Giselle Act II set: lake backdrop (taken without stage lighting) up-stage tree portal, Giselle’s grave.
Above: Giselle’s grave situated up-stage right

Above: Giselle Act II scene with moon box
SET PIECE INVENTORY:

Act I
1 field backdrop with castle in distance
1 cut out tree portal
3 Tree portals

Act II
1 Lake drop
1 Cut tree drop

Set Pieces
Act I Giselle house with practical door
Act I Woodsman’s hut
Act II Giselle’s Grave

A full set of Giselle costumes is also available for rent.